PROJECT APOLLO
Photographs and Interpretations
Tom R. Chambers, former research analyst at the Lunar Receiving Laboratory
during Project Apollo (1969-1972) edits/enhances many of the photographs
made by the Apollo astronauts. All of the images and some of the text are
courtesy of NASA, and Chambers offers interpretations on certain photographs
and their combinations/composites/croppings/enlargements.
The following panorama by Neil Armstrong (Apollo 11) - put together by
Chambers - shows a smooth transition from frame to frame. This treatment is
seen on the Internet and in publications for most of the astronauts’ photo pans
on the Moon’s surface. Even though these “treated” panoramas are nice to
look at, they tend to gloss over the reality of the moment(s).

The following composite photograph with textual descriptions lays out the nine
frames that comprise Armstrong’s first photo pan the way they were taken,
frame by frame. There is an unevenness seen in the frames. This sequence of
frames in its unadulterated form indicates: the change in camera position due
to his change in posture as he turned to his right each time to make an
exposure; his probable nervousness/excitement because of being on the
Moon’s surface; and time constraints of the mission. Armstrong’s movement and
tentative approach are sensed. His humanity - fragility - comes to the forefront.

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-147-22465) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image from Lunar Module "Challenger" on the orbit before
final descent to the Moon's surface. Command Module "America" with
Command Module Pilot Ron Evans can be seen in the bottom-center portion of
the image.

AS17-147-22465

This image is anachronistic in the sense that we are not sensitized to seeing
aircraft - spacecraft in this case - flying over the lunar terrain. Of course we have
seen this activity in photographs and maybe in person here on Earth involving
"terra firma" (and sea), but when you view this image, the "norm" is shattered,
our fantasies move within reach. It challenges our existence and our place in
the Universe. It feeds our “cosmic self".
An Apollo 15 composite of photographs (AS15-86-11685 and AS15-86-11686)
follows. The images create the illusion of a split-frame image. Commander Dave
Scott moves to his left and a bit closer in the second frame. The fact that two
different frames create the illusion of one split-frame image - due to the
continuity of Dave's shadow, even though it is a bit distorted/elongated borders on photo art, and it is fodder for discussion in the photo art classroom.
Again, even though the shadow creates the illusion of a split-frame, the change
in the camera position creates a "shift" in the rock that counters the illusion.

AS15-86-11685

AS15-86-11686

A series of photographs (contingency sample) were made from inside Apollo 11
Lunar Module "Eagle" on the surface of the Moon in order to document the site
and its immediate features, so that the crew wouldn't have left with empty
hands in case of a NO STAY decision. The mages were taken with the magazine
on the IVA camera, so they have no réseau crosses. Commander Armstrong
took the first five images, and Lunar Module Pilot Buzz Aldrin took the next five
images. Armstrong took an additional image. (Left to right: AS11-37-5449 - AS1137-5459.)

These are the first photographs of another celestial object (Moon) made by
humans on the surface of that object. When viewed as a grouping and in
sequence, you can imagine the astronauts “bouncing about the cabin” like a
couple of “kids in a candy store” gazing through the windows of the module
and making their first few photographs of their site location - “Tranquility Base”.

A larger version of the first photograph (AS11-37-5449) made by a human (Neil
Armstrong) on another celestial body (Moon) is seen below.

AS11-37-5449

This image is indeed special because it is the FIRST. It was taken out of
Armstrong’s window just after they completed the post-landing platform
alignment. A module thruster is seen in the foreground as a reference point - an
indicator that their spacecraft was there - and the expanse of the Moon’s
surface is seen beyond. The demarcation at the horizon is remarkable. This lunar
landscape was a first glimpse for Commander Armstrong as he made the
exposure with his Hasselblad camera.

"IN-BETWEEN"
An Apollo 10 composite of photographs (AS10-27-3970 and AS10-27-3971) is
seen below. These images were made during the trans-Earth coast, and it is
interesting to note that the camera was aimed at ("towards") Earth in the left
frame (27-3970) and then aimed at ('back at") the Moon in the right frame (273971).

AS10-27-3970

AS10-27-3971

Perhaps a "poetic" situation - "IN-BETWEEN" - arises as one looks at this composite
and from the perspective of the astronauts in their command module as they
made their way back to Earth. The accepted definition for in-between is “two
clear or accepted stages or states, and therefore difficult to describe or know
exactly." To interpret this is an attempt to be inside the astronauts' heads at the
time. They had "engaged" the Moon up close and personal via orbit and
descent of Lunar Module "Snoopy" to an incredible 50,000 feet or so from its
surface; and as they coasted towards Earth, they were anxious as to being
successful with their return - "splashdown". Possibly, these states of awe and
anxiety existed simultaneously.

“Shadows”

A composite of all six lunar modules’ shadows on the Moon’s surface is seen
above. The definition of shadow is: “a dark area where light from a light source
is blocked by an opaque object.” In this case, the Sun’s light is blocked by the
lunar modules, creating the stark, dark areas.
The shadows of the machines (spacecraft) on the lunar surface are telltale signs
- not to be confused with a single-bit status indicator that is included in telemetry
or is used within a spacecraft's on-board software - that the Apollo missions
reached their destinations. The composite also creates a fanciful comparison
between the six.

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-49-7286) is seen below. It was made by
Commander Pete Conrad. Chambers is partial to this image since his team at
the Lunar Receiving Laboratory worked with the core tube lunar sample in the
Biological Sciences section. So when he views this image, there is an immediate
connection even though his involvement with the program dates back 50 years.

AS12-49-7286

Lunar Module Pilot Alan Bean is seen above/below hammering a double core
tube at a geology stop near Halo Crater. He states at that time, “It seems to be.
Oh, I hit something solid there. Well, I used all my weight, Houston, and shoved it
in about seven inches. Now, I'll just pound on it a while and see what we can do.
It seems to be going in okay. Yeah. It's going on down.”

AS12-49-7286

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-146-22402) is seen below. The image was made
by Commander Gene Cernan as a "locator to the rover". Whether the focal
range setting is intentional or not, the result is stunning as it relates to
composition and more importantly, the historical significance of humanity and
its technological accomplishment in Space exploration at that time - indicated
by the two boot prints in the foreground (humankind on the Moon, another
celestial body) and the subtle/wispy (due to focal range setting and shallow
depth of field) representation of the rover in the background. This is a
remarkable photograph.

AS17-146-22402

A "trackway" is a set of footprints in soft earth left by a life-form. Let’s consider
the “trackway” in the above photograph a set of footprints in “soft Moon”
(regolith) left by an Apollo astronaut from Earth exploring the lunar surface profound.

AS17-146-22402

An Apollo 9 photograph (AS09-19-2982) is seen below. It has been enlarged.
Lunar Module Pilot Rusty Schweickart is seen during his EVA from Lunar Module
"Spider". You are also able to see the reflection of Command Module Pilot Dave
Scott in his visor. If you look closely, you can see him standing up in the hatch of
Command Module "Gumdrop". Both astronauts photographed each other and
retrieved experiments from the exterior of their vehicles.

AS09-19-2982

The reflection is allinclusive with a bit
of Rusty
Schweickart,
"Spider", Dave
Scott, "Gumdrop",
and Earth.

AS09-19-2982

An Apollo 9 composite (AS09-19-2981 - AS09-19-2984) is seen below of Lunar
Module Pilot Rusty Schweickart during his EVA. The "raw" images at Apollo Flickr
are composited to study the juxtapositions of Schweickart and Lunar Module
“Spider”. They were made by Command Module Pilot Dave Scott from
Command Module "Gumdrop". This composite would make an interesting largescale, art piece for the gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations)
is used a great deal in the Art world.

AS09-19-2981 – AS09-19-2984

An Apollo 10 composite (AS10-27-3875 - AS10-27-3882) is seen below of
Command Module “Charlie Brown”. The "raw" images at Apollo Flickr are
composited to study the juxtapositions of the module from frame to frame as it
"bounces around" (due to camera movement/shift) the window of Lunar
Module "Snoopy". This composite would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for
the gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great
deal in the Art world.

AS10-27-3875 - AS10-27-3882

An Apollo 10 composite (AS10-35-5324 - AS10-35-5241) is seen below of Earth
and the Moon. The "raw" images at Apollo Flickr are composited to study the
framing and timing of the exposures. Assuming these exposures were hand-held,
they are amazingly consistent as indicated by the red lines as a guideline. This
composite would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the gallery/museum.
The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great deal in the Art world.

AS10-35-5324 - AS10-35-5241

An Apollo 12 composite (AS12-49-7272 - AS12-49-7274) is seen below of
Commander Pete Conrad’s photo pan. The "raw" images at Apollo Flickr are
composited to study his exposures of Sharp Crater. Conrad’s shadow is seen in
the first two images. His posture/body position changes from the first frame to
the second. We get a sense of his movement, and the shadows are the
indicators in this sense.

AS12-49-7272 - AS12-49-7274

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-49-7248) is seen below. The Lunar Module
“Intrepid” and the S-Band antenna are seen (at the horizon) as a part of
Commander Pete Conrad’s photo pan. This exposure creates a sense of
“loneness” and “fragility” for the astronauts - for humanity on another celestial
body, away from Earth. They were indeed at the mercy of their machinery and
equipment for survival.

AS12-49-7248

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-48-7084) is seen below. The image was made by
Lunar Module Pilot Alan Bean, and it shows a view of the Surveyor III spacecraft
on the inner slope of Surveyor Crater. The image is screened to enhance the
spacecraft’s location on the backdrop of the Moon’s surface. Two-and-a-half
years after Surveyor III landed, Commander Pete Conrad maneuvered his Lunar
Module “Intrepid” to within 600 feet of the spacecraft - close enough to walk to
and collect parts to take back to Earth.

AS12-48-7084

An Apollo 11 composite is seen below. It shows a TV camera still of the Apollo 11
astronauts interacting with the American flag and a photograph (AS11-40-5907)
made by Lunar Module Pilot Buzz Aldrin of the TV camera that provided the
coverage for over 600 million viewers back on Earth. The small camera
accomplished the great task of visualizing this moment for humankind.

AS11-40-5907

An Apollo 11 panorama is seen below and on the following page. It shows
Commander Neil Armstrong’s first photo pan on the Moon’s surface. A list of
significant photographers’ names is superimposed onto the larger version.
Armstrong had been on the surface for about eight minutes. This photo pan is
the first series of images made by a human standing on another celestial surface
- as significant as the images made by all the photographers on the list.

An Apollo 9 composite (AS09-19-2982 [left] and AS09-20-3069 [right]) is seen
below. It shows photographs of simultaneous EVAs from two different spacecraft
(Lunar Module Pilot Rusty Schweickart [left] and Command Module Pilot Dave
Scott [right]) - routine today via the International Space Station, but bold back
then (1969) as they tested the equipment and hardware during docking
procedures. The astronauts made photographs of each other as they went
about their "Space" business.

An image of "BLACK SQUARE 11" follows. It is a "celebration" piece for the Apollo
11 50th Anniversary (1969-2019) that melds the mission with my abstract work re:
Suprematism and Kazimir Malevich's "Black Square". The Moon image - taken
from inside Lunar Module “Eagle” after landing and before the EVA - blends into
Malevich's "Black Square". The "two" become "one" in a symbolic gesture and
celebration of the Cosmos and Suprematism.
In Malevich's everyday life, his proclamation of the inevitable break from Earth
and speculative mastery of space turned into a passionate immersion in
Astronomy. During his Vitebsk years (1919-22), he was never parted from his
pocket telescope, constantly observing and studying the starry sky, the map of
which he knew thoroughly. This engendered one of his most astounding texts,
"Suprematism: 34 Drawings", published on December 15, 1920 with its prophetic
lines in the introduction about humanity's Cosmic future. It was here that he
gave the ordinary word "sputnik" - Russian for companion or fellow traveler - the
meaning that made it famous.
"The Suprematist machine, if it can be put that way, will be single-purposed and
have no attachments. A bar alloyed with all the elements, like the Earthly
sphere, will bear the life of perfections, so that each constructed Suprematist
body will be included in Nature's natural organization and will form a new
sputnik; it is merely a matter of finding the relationship between the two bodies
racing in s(S)pace. ("The Cosmos and the Canvas", Aleksandra Shatskikh,
Malevich at Tate Modern, July 30, 2014) (Tate Etc., Issue 31, Summer 2014)

BLACK SQUARE 11

A composite of Apollo 11’s version of “Earthrise” follows. This sequence may
have greater impact than Lunar Module Pilot William Anders’ famous
photograph, “Earthrise” (Apollo 8) due to triptych treatment and a sense of
movement from left to right. Triptych means "three-fold" in Greek. This composite
would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the gallery/museum. The repetitive
image (and its variations) is used a great deal in the Art world.

A composite of Apollo 11 “raw” images (Apollo Flickr) - Earth/Moon sequence,
as is - follows.

AS11-44-6547 – AS11-44-6563

An Apollo 8 photograph (AS08-14-2392) is seen below. This image was made
from the perspective of the Command Module. The exposure through the
window indicates that "we were here". This high-oblique view of the Moon's
surface shows Earth rising above its horizon, looking west-southwest.

AS08-14-2392

An Apollo 12 photograph/version (AS12-47-6872) of “Earthrise” is seen below.

AS12-47-6872

An Apollo 8 composite follows. It shows a sequence representing some of the
first photographs (magazine 12/D) made in lunar orbit by a manned spacecraft.
The movement is from left to right creating a “rush” within this mosaic of Moon
images.

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-88-12005) is seen below. The reflections and
coloration offer great reference points as it relates to the spacecraft and the
lunar surface. It's one thing seeing a photo of the lunar surface, but it's another
to see the Moon this way via these reference points - an affirmation, a
statement asserting the existence or the truth of the spacecraft/humanity
(astronauts) being up close and personal with the lunar surface - being there similar to looking through the window of a car/bus/train/plane as you "race" by
and through that situation/moment.

AS15-88-12005

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-117-18825) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Charlie Duke made this image of Commander John Young at Station 10 Prime. It
is a "locator" to the rover from the rake sample site. This exposure exudes Space
exploration, and it rivals any science fiction movie poster ever produced - and it
is REAL.

AS16-117-18825

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-145-22157) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Harrison Schmitt at Station 5
collecting a soil sample on the south side of the rim boulders. This exposure also
rivals any science fiction movie poster ever produced - and it is REAL.

AS17-145-22157

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-108-17741) is seen below. The rover is seen from
the perspective (camera position) of Lunar Module Pilot Charlie Duke who is
standing behind Commander John Young. Young’s left arm is seen in the
foreground, and it provides a “touch of humanity”. The TV camera on the rover
is pointed in their direction so Mission Control can watch/react to what they are
doing on the lunar surface.

AS16-108-17741

An Apollo 10 photograph (AS10-34-5083) is seen below. Lunar Module “Snoopy”
is seen through the window of Command Module “Charlie Brown”. Whether this
exposure was intentional or not, the image borders on Fine Art due to the
various reflections, framing of the lunar module, and coloration - an abstraction
within a Space Science context.

AS10-34-5083

An Apollo 14 photograph (AS14-66-9241) is seen below. Commander Alan
Shepard made this image as part of his photo pan showing Lunar Module Pilot
Edgar Mitchell performing his TV pan for Mission Control. Mitchell's profile and
stance are remarkable, accentuated by the profile of the TV camera and its
stand (tripod). The lunar terrain seems to "zoom in and to the left" to focus on
Mitchell and the camera. The "lights" (whites) of his spacesuit and the camera
stand out on the darker terrain. The overall composition is bizarre in an artistic
sense showing a subject standing “out in the middle of nowhere" (the Moon)
with a camera and its cord running off to the left - not to mention the aspects of
the spacesuit (helmet) seen as a "shroud". Mitchell and the camera look
“sculpted”.

AS14-66-9241

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-48-7131) is seen below. Lunar Module pilot Alan
Bean made this image - not a remote self-portrait created by the spacecraft - of
Surveyor III after Commander Pete Conrad used his finger to wipe some dust off
its camera lens.

AS12-48-7131

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-49-7317) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Alan
Bean made this exposure of Lunar Module “Intrepid”, and all that is needed to
accentuate this image is his dialogue with Commander Pete Conrad:
Conrad: “Doesn't that LM look neat, sitting on the other side of that crater?”
Bean: “Yeah. It does. We ought to get a shot of that.”
Conrad: “Yeah. Get a shot of home.”

AS12-49-7317

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-134-20463) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image of Earth over and beyond Lunar Module “Challenger”
during his EVA-3 closeout. This is a remarkable photograph that reverses the
notion of looking at the Moon over and beyond one’s rooftop.

AS17-134-20463

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-134-20387) is seen below. This image has been
greatly enlarged and cropped to show detail in Commander Gene Cernan’s
holding of the American flag as he posed for a portrait. This intimate close-up
not only reveals how well-protected he and his colleague, Lunar Module Pilot
Harrison Schmitt were via their spacesuits, but also their sense of pride for their
remarkable accomplishment to be able to pose for a photo such as this on the
Moon’s surface.

AS17-134-20387

The uncropped photograph is seen below:

Cernan: “Point it up
a little … yeah.”
Schmitt: “Let me try
it again.”
Cernan: “Okay.”
Schmitt: “I don't
know, Geno.”
Cernan: “Okay.”
Schmitt: “Let me get
over here closer to
you. Okay. That
might have got it.”
Cernan: “Okay,
very good.”

AS17-134-20387

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-114-18423) is seen below. Commander John
Young made this remarkable image of Lunar Module Pilot Charlie Duke
collecting lunar samples at Station 1, during EVA-1 at the Descartes landing site.
He is standing at the rim of Plum crater. The rover is seen in the distance. Again,
this image exudes Space exploration, and it rivals any science fiction movie
poster ever produced - and it is REAL.

AS16-114-18423

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-113-18288) is seen below. Command Module
“Casper” is seen from the perspective of Lunar Module “Orion”. This is another
example of an anachronistic image in the sense that we are not sensitized to
seeing aircraft - spacecraft in this case - flying over the lunar terrain. And Earth
at the horizon adds a dimension that reverses our outlook.

AS16-113-18288

An Apollo 13
photograph (AS13-598566) is seen to the left.
The cropped image
shows a portion of Lunar
Module “Aquarius” after
it had been jettisoned.
The ladder seen in the
photograph is a
reminder of a Moon
landing and EVA that
never happened. The
module served a higher
purpose - a “lifeboat”
for the astronauts.
AS13-59-8566

The composite below shows a TV camera still of the Apollo 17 astronauts
interacting with the American flag and photographs (AS17-134-20384 made by
Commander Gene Cernan; and AS17-134-20387 made by Lunar Module Pilot
Harrison Schmitt) of them posing. The photographs show their remarkable skills
with the Hasselblad camera. Both astronauts made sure that “home” (Earth)
was in the frame.

AS17-134-20466

An Apollo 17 composite (AS17-136-20686 - AS17-136-20688) is seen below. Lunar
Module Pilot Harrison Schmitt made these images as a part of his photo pan. The
"raw" images at Apollo Flickr are composited to study his exposures north of the
Central Station. Schmitt’s shadow is an indicator of a shift in body/camera
position, left to right. An overview conjures up an undulating horizon. This
composite is also one of triptych treatment. Triptych means "three-fold" in Greek.
This composite would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the
gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great deal in
the Art world.

AS17-136-20686 - AS17-136-20688

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-85-11437) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
James Irwin made this image as a part of his Station 2 photo pan. It shows
Commander Dave Scott examining the Station 2 boulder. The back of the rover
is seen in great detail to the right. “Man and machine” comes to mind as the
two complement one another on the lunar surface.

AS15-85-11437

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-141-21608) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan is seen as a part of Lunar Module Pilot Harrison Schmitt’s Station 6 photo
pan. There is remarkable detail in Cernan’s spacesuit and Hasselblad camera.
His visor mirrors his surroundings as well as Schmitt. The lunar texture comes
through as shadows contrast with its highlights.

AS17-141-21608

An Apollo 14 photograph (AS14-66-9217) is seen below. Command Module
“Kitty Hawk” and its service module are seen from the perspective of Lunar
Module “Antares”. The Moon provides a “glistening” backdrop to this hardware
drama of separation and pre-landing.

AS14-66-9217

Apollo 12 movie stills are seen below (left to right, top to bottom) of Command
Module Pilot Dick Gordon making photographs through the window of
Command Module “Yankee Clipper”. The light is so intense that Commander
Pete Conrad is using his baseball cap as shielding. The sequence is dramatic as
the light “rushes” in.

An Apollo 16
photograph (AS16118-18880) is seen to
the left. This image
was made during
trans-lunar coast
showing the Western
United States and
Mexico. Rather than
“The Blue Marble”,
Earth resembles more
of an agate form.
After TLI (Trans Lunar
Injection) and seeing
Earth from this
perspective, the
astronauts must have
sensed a
commitment to the
mission - onward to
the Moon and
hopefully back to this
marble/agate.
AS16-118-18880

AS16-118-18880

An Apollo 8 photograph (AS08-13-2329) is seen below. This is a “take your breath
away” image for the astronauts who witnessed Earth from lunar orbit for the first
time. They were approximately 240,000 statute miles away from home circling
the Moon - another celestial body that had intrigued humanity over eons. This
exposure was made by Lunar Module Pilot William Anders - the first human to
record an “Earthrise”.

AS08-13-2329

An Apollo 9 photograph (AS09-21-3214) is seen below. Lunar Module “Spider” is
seen in Earth orbit. Commander Jim McDivitt called it a “toaster oven with legs”.
Its success determined the success of all lunar modules that followed.

AS09-21-3214

An Apollo 10 photograph (AS10-34-5112) is seen below. The ascent stage of
Lunar Module “Snoopy” is seen through the window of Command Module
“Charlie Brown”. Command Module Pilot John Young made this exposure prior
to docking. Commander Thomas Stafford and Lunar Module Pilot Gene Cernan
had just flown “Snoopy” to a descent orbit within 8.4 nautical miles of the lunar
surface to practice the landing approach that would be used for Apollo 11. This
orbit would refine knowledge of the lunar gravitational field needed to calibrate
the powered descent guidance system to within 1 nautical mile needed for a
landing.
After docking, “Snoopy” was jettisoned into a heliocentric orbit - sent around the
Sun beyond the Moon. On June 10, 2019, Nick Howes (a fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society) and his colleagues located the lunar module based on
radar astronomy data with 98% certainty. It seems that it is still intact in Space.
This “time capsule” from an era of manned Space exploration that was
extraordinary will hopefully be within reach - accessible - as technology
develops.

AS10-34-5112

An Apollo 11
photograph (AS11-446586) is seen to the left.
Command Module Pilot
Michael Collins made
this image of Lunar
Module “Eagle” through
the window of
Command Module
“Columbia” after
undocking and for visual
inspection. His
documentation is also a
work of art due to the
catch-lighting and
reflections - simulating
stage lighting during a
production.

AS11-44-6586

AS11-44-6586

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-82-11155) is seen below. Commander Dave
Scott made this exposure of a rake site, shadow, and boot print at Station 9a.
Within a Fine Arts context, this image is remarkable for its texture, darks/lights,
geometry, and juxtapositions. The boot print adds a touch of humanity, and the
shadow conjures up an enigma.

AS15-82-11155

The boot print to the left
equates with the footprint of
Buddha. His foot print is meant
to remind us that Buddha was
present on Earth and left a
spiritual path to be followed.
Maybe this boot print on the
Moon is meant to remind us
that the Apollo astronauts
were present on the lunar
surface as a path to be
followed for continued Space
exploration.
AS15-82-11155

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-117-18839) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Charlie Duke made this image after he dropped his family portrait on the lunar
surface. He had written on the back of the photograph: This is the family of
astronaut Charlie Duke from planet Earth who landed on the Moon on April 20,
1972. He stated later, “So just to get the kids excited about what dad was going
to do, I said, would you like to go to the Moon with me? We can take a picture
of the family and so the whole family can go to the Moon." Almost 50 years later,
the photograph is probably unrecognizable due to extreme temperature
fluctuations and harsh sunlight.

AS16-117-18839

An Apollo 11 photograph (AS11-37-5446) is seen below. Command Module
“Columbia” is seen from the perspective of Lunar Module “Eagle” after
undocking - spectacular.

AS11-37-5446

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-143-21933) is seen below. After Commander
Gene Cernan parked the rover for the last time, he made this image of it and
Lunar Module “Challenger” (background). He positioned the rover so the TV
camera on board could record their liftoff from the Moon’s surface. This
photograph is a good example of the Apollo hardware that supported and
sustained the astronauts on the lunar surface.

AS17-143-21933

A sequence from the
rover TV camera
coverage of the liftoff
is seen to the left.
According to Ed
Fendall, the controller,
each command was
scripted, and timed.
They were pre-set
commands that were
punched out via time.

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-137-20957) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image of Earth while standing on the Moon’s surface. All of us
have looked up at the Moon standing here on Earth. To see an image like this in reverse - is profound. It rings true with John Gillespie Magee’s poem: “Oh! I
have slipped the surly bonds of earth …”

AS17-137-20957

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-51-7507) is seen below. Command Module Pilot
Dick Gordon made this image of Lunar Module “Intrepid” shortly after
separation. Commander Pete Conrad and Lunar Module Pilot Alan Bean would
be making their descent to land on the Moon’s surface. This remarkable
exposure “suspends” the module over a glistening lunar surface for time
immemorial.

AS12-51-7507

An Apollo 11 composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS11-36-5333 - AS11-365350) - is seen below. These images of Earth were made from Command
Module “Columbia” during trans-lunar coast. This composite would make a nice,
large-scale, art piece for the gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its
variations) is used a great deal in the Art world.

AS11-36-5333 - AS11-36-5350

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-145-22261) is seen below. Command Module
“America” and its service module are seen from the perspective of Lunar
Module “Challenger” during rendezvous. The SIM (Scientific Instrument Module)
Bay is seen in the service module. This remarkable exposure captures the
astronauts’ “lifeline” in incredible detail.

AS17-145-22261

An Apollo 17 composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS17-149-22856 - AS17149-22859) - is seen below. Command Module Pilot Ron Evans made these
exposures of Lunar Module “Challenger” during rendezvous. There is great
dynamism in this series, and it would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the
gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great deal in
the Art world.

AS17-149-22856 - AS17-149-22859

An Apollo 14 photograph (AS14-66-9306) is seen below. This image of Lunar
Module “Antares” was made by Commander Alan Shepard as a part of his
photo pan. The module reflects a circular flare caused by the Sun. Shepard and
Lunar Module Pilot Ed Mitchell said that the ball of light had a jewel-like
appearance - indeed. This magnificent photograph is a hardware portrait for
the ages. It is so fine and dramatic that it sets the stage for continued Space
exploration.

AS14-66-9306

An Apollo 11 photograph (AS11-44-6606) is seen below. Command Module Pilot
Michael Collins made this image of Icarus Crater on the far side of the Moon
after Commander Neil Armstrong and Lunar Module Pilot Buzz Aldrin departed in
Lunar Module “Eagle” to land on the lunar surface. Collins stated later that he
had felt truly alone at that moment, isolated from any known life. In Greek
mythology, Icarus attempts to escape from Crete by means of wings that his
father constructed from feathers and wax.

AS11-44-6606

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-107-17439) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Charlie Duke made this image of the American flag as a part of his photo pan,
EVA-2. The “planting” of the flag hints of past explorers “planting” their flags to
claim land for their countries, but this was not the reason for this action on the
lunar surface. The flag represented (represents) extraordinary accomplishment
by Earthlings on another celestial body - the Moon.

AS16-107-17439

Rover tracks and boot prints for the ages.

AS16-107-17439

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-46-6730) is seen below. Commander Pete
Conrad made this image as a part of his photo pan, EVA-1. It shows his shadow
and an extremely elongated shadow of Lunar Module “Intrepid”. The shadows
overpower the photograph to create a sense of awe and wonder.

AS12-46-6730

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-113-18339) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Charlie Duke made this image of Commander John Young jumping off the lunar
surface to salute the American flag. Lunar gravity being about 1/6 of the gravity
on Earth, it complemented his enthusiasm for the jump-salute. Lunar Module
“Orion” and the rover are seen to the left. Stone Mountain is in the background.

AS16-113-18339

An Apollo 7 photograph (AS07-4-1569) is seen below. The S-IVB second stage is
seen from the perspective of the Command Module. Although one of the
panels on the stage did not fully deploy, a simulated transposition and docking
were verified. Command Module Pilot Don Eisele couldn’t have described the
situation better, “The S-IVB looked like a giant, four-jawed garfish, like some giant
whale waiting to swallow us up if we got too close.”

AS07-4-1569

An Apollo 9 photograph (AS09-24-3631) is seen below. Command Module
“Gumdrop” and its service module are seen from the perspective of Lunar
Module “Spider”. Their docking-undocking paved the way for the lunar missions.

AS09-24-3631

An Apollo 11composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS11-41-6137 - AS11-416154) - is seen below. It would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the
gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great deal in
the Art world.

AS11-41-6137 - AS11-41-6154

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-92-12447) is seen below. Commander Dave
Scott made this all-inclusive image of Lunar Module Pilot Jim Irwin, the American
flag, Lunar Module “Falcon”, and rover - a lunar production on a grand scale.

AS15-92-12447

Four Apollo photographs are seen below. They show four astronauts on the
Moon’s surface, left to right: Lunar Module Pilot Buzz Aldrin, Apollo 11 (AS11-405903); Lunar Module Pilot Alan Bean, Apollo 12 (AS12-49-7281); Commander
Pete Conrad, Apollo 12 (AS12-48-7071); Commander Gene Cernan, Apollo 17
(AS17-140-21390). “Hey, Mr. Spaceman, won’t you please take me along. I
won’t do anything wrong. Hey, Mr. Spaceman, won’t you please take me along
for a ride.” (The Byrds, 1966)

AS11-40-5903

AS12-49-7281

AS12-48-7071

AS17-140-21390

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-147-22523) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Harrison Schmitt made this image of Commander Gene Cernan test driving the
rover prior to loading it with equipment (ground controlled television assembly,
the lunar communications relay unit, the hi-gain antenna, the low-gain antenna,
aft tool pallet, and lunar tools/scientific gear). “Won’t you please take me along
for a ride.”

AS17-147-22523

An Apollo 11 photograph (AS11-40-5875) is seen below. Commander Neil
Armstrong made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Buzz Aldrin and the American
flag. Aldrin breaks the profile of the spacesuit by turning his head to his left to
pose for the camera. An interesting juxtaposition of the two flags (on the lunar
surface and on Aldrin’s left shoulder) is seen in reverse.

AS11-40-5875

An Apollo 9 photograph (AS09-20-3069) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Rusty
Schweickart made this image of Command Module Pilot Dave Scott in
Command Module “Gumdrop” from the perspective of Lunar Module “Spider”
(docked). There is interesting geometry in this exposure with the hatch door
swung open and counterbalancing the opening.

AS09-20-3069

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-48-7074) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Alan
Bean made this image of the sample site with Commander Pete Conrad on the
edge and a bit out of the frame. This exposure creates a landscape that
becomes “more” with the introduction of the astronaut - almost bizarre.

AS12-48-7074

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-122-19537) is seen below. Command Module
Pilot Thomas Mattingly made this image of Lunar Module “Orion” during
rendezvous. Its unfamiliar orientation and “piecemeal” construction move it
towards Cubist sculpture. A scientific description for the bit of buckling was due
to the lunar liftoff.

AS16-122-19537

An Apollo 12 composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS12-48-7148 - AS12-487150) - is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Alan Bean made these images of
Commander Pete Conrad sampling the Block Crater area. Due to change in
camera position, Conrad’s body shifts and “grows” from frame to frame. This
composite is also one of triptych treatment. Triptych means "three-fold" in Greek.
This composite would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the gallerymuseum. The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great deal in the Art
world.

AS12-48-7148

AS12-48-7149

AS12-48-7150

A larger version of the
middle photograph
(AS12-48-7149) is seen
to the left. Conrad is
about to grasp a
sample with his tongs.
The pressurized
spacesuit restricted
his movement, so a
tool such as this was
designed to help him
collect samples. There
is nice shadow play
“moving” to the left
for all objects and
Conrad’s body.

AS12-48-7149

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-114-18415) is seen below. Commander John
Young made this image from the partially buried boulder at Plum Crater. There is
great detailing (texture) of the lunar surface on both sides of his shadow.
Young’s “selfie” shadow reminds us that he was there. It extends throughout
most of the image creating a sense of awe and wonder - “man in/on the
Moon”.

AS16-114-18415

An Apollo 14 photograph (AS14-66-9231) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Ed
Mitchell made this image of Commander Alan Shepard and the American flag.
His red stripes mimic the red stripes on the flag, and they indicate who he is Commander. This exposure conjures up Shepard’s medical issues (Ménière's
disease) and being “grounded” after his historic “Freedom 7” flight during
Project Mercury. His reinstatement as a “working” astronaut “shines” in this
image. Shepard is the only Mercury astronaut who made it to the Moon’s
surface.

AS14-66-9231

NASA

NASA

An Apollo 11composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS11-38-5662 - AS11-385679) - is seen below. It would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the
gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great deal in
the Art world.

AS11-38-5662 - AS11-38-5679

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-134-20508) is seen below. This image was made
by Lunar Module Pilot Harrison Schmitt on his way back from the ALSEP site for
close-out at the end of EVA-3. The East Massif is in the background. This overview
is reminiscent of a “homestead” out on the plains - modest and functional. The
flag stakes its claim.

AS17-134-20508

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-115-18561) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Charlie Duke made this image, EVA-2. This exposure is a fine example of utilizing
foreground/mid-ground/background interest for optimal effect: the shadow of
Lunar Module “Orion” is seen in the foreground; rover tracks and boot prints are
seen in the mid-ground; and Commander John Young and the rover are seen in
the background.

AS16-115-18561

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-85-11439) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Jim
Irwin made this image of the gnomon and Commander Dave Scott at the
Station 2 boulder. This exposure shows interesting shadow play and juxtapositions
as Scott adjusts his camera focus to make photos of the boulder and gnomon.

AS15-85-11439

An Apollo 9 photograph (AS09-24-3656) is seen below. This image of Command
Module “Gumdrop” was made from the perspective of Lunar Module “Spider”
during docking/undocking maneuvers. Earth provides a dynamic backdrop. Its
curvature seems to bisect “Gumdrop”.

AS09-24-3656

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-82-11085) is seen below. Commander Dave
Scott made this image as a part of his Station 9 pan showing the southwest rim
of a crater and its ejecta (because of impact) with Mt. Delta Hadley and Silver
Spur in the distance. The “rough” texture of the ejecta (foreground) contrasts
with the “smooth” texture of the background.

AS15-82-11085

An Apollo 11composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS11-44-6624 - AS11-446629) - is seen below. Command Module Pilot Michael Collins made these
images of Lunar Module “Eagle” returning from the Moon’s surface. This
composite would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the gallery/museum.
The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great deal in the Art world.

AS11-44-6624 - AS11-44-6629

Larger version of frame 6629.

AS11-44-6629

An Apollo 8 photograph (AS08-13-2319) is seen below. This image was made
from the perspective of the Command Module of the rim of the South PoleAitken basin on the far side of the Moon. It is one of the largest known impact
craters in the Solar System. It is the largest, oldest, and deepest basin recognized
on the Moon. To see the Moon like this - from low altitude and in person - is
profound.

AS08-13-2319

An Apollo 10 photograph (AS10-34-5173) is seen below. This image was made
from Command Module “Charlie Brown” of the far side of the Moon. To see the
Moon like this - from low altitude and in person - is profound.

AS10-34-5173

An Apollo 14 photograph (AS14-68-9405) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Ed
Mitchell made this image of Commander Alan Shepard and the MET (Modular
Equipment Transporter) as a part of his Station A pan. Shepard is holding a core
tube sample. Chambers is partial to this image since his team at the Lunar
Receiving Laboratory worked with the core tube lunar sample in the Biological
Sciences section. When he views this photograph, there is an immediate
connection even though his involvement with the program dates back 50 years.

AS14-68-9405

AS14-68-9405

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-87-11835) is seen below. This image was made
by Lunar Module Pilot Jim Irwin as a part of his pan, EVA-2. Mt. Hadley is seen in
the background. The rover tracks create an interesting pattern on the lunar
surface. They disrupt the regolith in anachronistic fashion - tire tracks for the
ages.

AS15-87-11835

An Apollo 17 composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS17-140-21438 - AS17140-21440) - is seen below. Commander Gene Cernan made these images of
Fragment 2 of the Split Boulder at Station 6. The change in camera position
causes the images to shift and “grow”. This composite is also one of triptych
treatment. Triptych means "three-fold" in Greek. This composite would make a
nice, large-scale, art piece for the gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its
variations) is used a great deal in the Art world.

AS17-140-21438 - AS17-140-21440

An Apollo 14 photograph (AS14-75-10306) is seen below. This image of the Moon
was made by Command Module Pilot Stuart Roosa during departure from lunar
orbit. The exposure presents the Moon in extreme relief - sculpted consisting of
shapes (craters) “carved” on its surface.

AS14-75-10306

An Apollo 16 photograph (AS16-114-18427) is seen below. Commander John
Young made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Charlie Duke as a part of his Plum
Crater pan. Duke is walking southward to inspect some angular blocks. It is as if
he is “out for a stroll” - a stroll for the ages. Lunar samples can be seen in a bag
on his right hip.

AS16-114-18427

Duke’s “stroll” seems to be more of a “shuffle” as he navigates his way through
the regolith.

AS16-114-18427

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-49-7278) is seen below. Commander Pete
Conrad made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Alan Bean at Sharp Crater
collecting a lunar sample. This close-up shows Conrad in the reflection. This
“double-whammy” of astronauts’ portraits, combined with a “Conrad selfie”,
exudes Space exploration on a glamorous scale.

AS12-49-7278

"Triptych" details from the full-frame image.

Left to right: vacuumsealed Special
Environmental Sample
Container (SESC);
Hasselblad camera; and
checklist.

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-140-21390) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Harrison Schmitt made this image of Commander Gene Cernan with the
American flag and a portion of the rover, EVA-3. The South Massif is in the
background. The reflection in Cernan’s visor reveals that he is not only facing his
colleague, but also “home” - Earth. Again, this exposure exudes Space
exploration - using the Moon as the stage.

AS17-140-21390

An Apollo 11 photograph (AS11-40-5880) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Buzz
Aldrin made this image of his boot and print as a part of the Boot Print
Penetration Experiment on the lunar surface for study by soil mechanics experts.
The shadow adds great drama in this exposure, creating the illusion of the boot
“zooming in” from the left to leave the imprint.

AS11-40-5880

Other exposures made by Aldrin for study by soil mechanics experts are treated
in "Triptych" fashion. This composite would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for
the gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great
deal in the Art world.

AS11-40-5876 – AS11-40-5878

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-137-21023) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image of Shorty rim toward Wessex Cleft. This “Moonscape”
shows great contrast between the “rough” foreground surface and “smooth”
background surface. The extreme lighting creates a demarcation of “lights” and
“darks”.

AS17-137-21023

An Apollo 11 photograph (AS11-44-6643) is seen below. Command Module Pilot
Michael Collins made this image from the perspective of Command Module
“Columbia” of Lunar Module “Eagle” returning from the Moon’s surface. Collins
has stated that he was the only human NOT in the exposure. This iconic
photograph of the Moon, “Eagle”, and Earth is his testament - evidence.

AS11-44-6643

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-87-11847) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Jim
Irwin made this image of Commander Dave Scott as a part of his ALSEP pan,
EVA-2. Scott is seen leaning to his right picking up the drill. There is dynamism
/drama in this exposure because of Scott’s posture/movement.

AS15-87-11847

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-143-21941) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Harrison Schmitt after he
(Schmitt) had thrown the geology hammer to see how far it would “travel” due
to one-sixth gravity on the Moon. Schmitt’s posture is indicative of the spacesuit
constraints. The American flag “peeks” in from the left.

AS17-143-21941

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-140-21496) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Harrison Schmitt and “Tracy’s
Rock” (“Split Rock”/”Station 6 Boulder”) as a part of his Station 6 pan. Tracy is
Gene Cernan's daughter, who was nine years old at the time of the mission.
Earlier, Cernan had put his left hand on the dust-covered shelf to support himself
(lower-center of the photograph).

AS17-140-21496

A close-up of the shelf area is seen to
the left. Commander Cernan
reached out as far as possible
toward the center of the dusted
area and swept the bag twice from
his right to his left, leaving furrows
and, at the left-hand end of each
furrow, a small mound of dust where
he stopped.
It is as if Cernan “tagged” the rock
for posterity and in the name of his
daughter.
AS17-140-21496

An Apollo 9 composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS09-19-2909 - AS09-192911) - is seen below. These images of Lunar Module “Spider” tucked inside the
Saturn IV-B booster (prior to extraction) were made from the perspective of
Command Module “Gumdrop”. This composite is also one of triptych treatment.
Triptych means "three-fold" in Greek. This composite would make a nice, largescale, art piece for the gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations)
is used a great deal in the Art world.

AS09-19-2909 - AS09-19-2911

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-82-11168) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot Jim
Irwin made this image of Commander Dave Scott walking away from the rover
carrying the Hasselblad camera with a 500mm lens during his (Irwin’s) Station 10
pan. Scott is holding the long lens by its barrel, and getting ready to “bring his
documentation close”.

AS15-82-11168

An Apollo 14 photograph (AS14-66-9288) is seen below. This image of the lunar
surface (to the south) was made by Commander Alan Shepard as a part of his
photo pan, EVA-1. This exposure conjures up the statement by Pablo Neruda - a
Chilean poet-diplomat and politician who won the Nobel Prize for Literature in
1971: “The Moon lives in the lining of your skin.”

AS14-66-9288

An Apollo 14 photograph (AS14-64-9104) is seen below. This image of the lunar
surface was made by Commander Alan Shepard as a part of his Station C-Prime
pan (to the north). Boulders/rocks abound in this exposure that would provide a
“heyday” for the geologist.

AS14-64-9104

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-146-22294) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Harrison Schmitt as a part of his
Station 6 “locator” to the rover. Schmitt is making exposures as well. The large
boulder provides a dramatic backdrop as its shadow contrasts with his
spacesuit. The tilt of the lunar surface (and the rover) versus the “upright” nature
of the boulder (and Schmitt) creates an interesting “geometry” in the image.

AS17-146-22294

An Apollo 11 photograph (AS11-40-5903) is seen below. Commander Neil
Armstrong made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Buzz Aldrin. This iconic
exposure sets up Aldrin as the “poster boy” for Space exploration. The tilt of the
lunar surface creates drama and movement in the image. The “first man on the
Moon” (Armstrong) and Lunar Module “Eagle” are seen in the reflection of
Aldrin’s visor.

AS11-40-5903

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-82-11092) is seen below. Commander Dave
Scott made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Jim Irwin and the rover as a part of
his Station 9 pan. Bennett Hill is in the distance. Irwin and the rover are “dwarfed”
by the expanse of the lunar surface.

AS15-82-11092

An Apollo 15 photograph (AS15-86-11654) is seen below. Commander Dave
Scott made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Jim Irwin walking away. Rover
tracks and Irwin’s boot prints are seen “paralleling” each other. This exposure
borders on photo art, and it is fodder for discussion in the photo art classroom.
The boot prints are the main focus - not the maker of the prints, Irwin.

AS15-86-11654

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-141-21599) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Harrison Schmitt made this image of Commander Gene Cernan placing the
gravimeter on the lunar surface behind the rover as a part of his (Schmitt)
Station 6 pan. There is dynamism /drama in this exposure because of Cernan’s
posture/movement. There is also an interesting alignment (diagonal) of Cernan
and the two rocks seen foreground and mid-ground.

AS17-141-21599

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-145-22165) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Harrison Schmitt as a part of his
(Cernan) Station 5 pan. The East Massif is seen in the background to the left.
Schmitt is almost “aglow” because of the sunshine on his spacesuit.

AS17-145-22165

An Apollo 11 composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS11-37-5523 - AS11-375525) - is seen below. These images were made by Commander Neil Armstrong
through the window (Lunar Module Pilot Buzz Aldrin’s side) of Lunar Module
“Eagle” after the EVA. They show the American flag, lunar surface (disturbed
regolith), and the shadow of the flag. The triangular window running throughout
the composite offers interesting geometry and dynamism with the flag/shadow
as the “centerpiece”. This composite is also one of triptych treatment. Triptych
means "three-fold" in Greek. This composite would make a nice, large-scale, art
piece for the gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a
great deal in the Art world.

AS11-37-5523 - AS11-37-5525

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-135-20547) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Harrison Schmitt made this image of Commander Gene Cernan and the rover,
EVA-2.

AS17-135-20547

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-138-21039) is seen below. Lunar Module Pilot
Harrison Schmitt made this image as a part of his "locator" from Boulder 2 to the
rover, EVA-2. The rover is seen center, and it is “dwarfed” by the expanse of the
lunar surface. This image indicates its vastness and “otherworldliness”. This
exposure conjures up the statement by Bridget Riley, an English painter, “For me,
nature is not landscape, but the dynamism of visual forces.” They seem to
encompass the rover in this exposure.

AS17-138-21039

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-134-20466) is seen below. Commander Gene
Cernan made this image of the American flag and Earth. There have been
multitudes of flag exposures over time, but this one has to be at the top of the
list. The camera position is behind the flag, which means its proper orientation is
facing Earth.

AS17-134-20466

An Apollo 7 composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS07-3-1530 – AS07-31532) - is seen below. These images were made of the S-IVB second stage from
the perspective of the Command Module. Although one of the panels on the
stage did not fully deploy, a simulated transposition and docking were verified.
This composite is also one of triptych treatment. Triptych means "three-fold" in
Greek. This composite would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the
gallery/museum. The repetitive image (and its variations) is used a great deal in
the Art world.

AS07-3-1530 – AS07-3-1532

An Apollo 12 photograph (AS12-46-6780) is seen below. Commander Pete
Conrad made this image of Lunar Module Pilot Alan Bean and the TV camera
as a part of his photo pan. Bean is making images of the lunar module’s foot
pad (off camera). Bean’s posture, tilt of the lunar surface and TV camera, and
boot prints foreground to background provide fodder for photo-art discussion.

AS12-46-6780

An Apollo 11 photograph (AS11-36-5403) is seen below. This image was made
from Command Module “Columbia” of Lunar Module “Eagle” and Earth during
trans-lunar coast. The module reference points give credence to Space travel
as the spacecraft moves away from Earth towards the Moon.

AS11-36-5403

An Apollo 11 composite - raw images from Apollo Flickr (AS11-38-5726 - AS11-385728) - is seen below. These images were made of Earth from the perspective of
Command Module “Columbia” during trans-Earth coast. This composite is also
one of triptych treatment. Triptych means "three-fold" in Greek. This composite
would make a nice, large-scale, art piece for the gallery/museum. The repetitive
image (and its variations) is used a great deal in the Art world.

AS11-38-5726 - AS11-38-5728

An Apollo 17 photograph (AS17-139-21291) is seen below. This image of the
Moon was made from the perspective of Command Module “America”. The
exposure presents the surface in extreme relief - sculpted consisting of shapes
(craters) “carved” on its surface. There is also great contrast of surface textures:
top - “rough”; bottom - “smooth”. The image also conjures up the statement by
Vitruvius, “It is no secret that the Moon has no light of her own, but is, as it were,
a mirror, receiving brightness from the influence of the Sun.”

AS17-139-21291

